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Journey where ancient traditions and modernity coexist on the #1 North American Cruise Line 
in Japan. From Okinawa’s tropical islands and Hokkaido’s snow-capped mountains to Tokyo’s 
bustling metropolis, discover timeless culture, history and natural wonders. Sail on Diamond 
Princess®, designed with the destination in mind, departing from Tokyo (Yokohama) on a 
diverse array of itineraries. And enjoy regionally infused cuisine, unique entertainment and the 
largest Izumi bath at sea on a holiday you’ll absolutely love.
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Japan 
2025

Let Japan capture your 
heart with Princess

Temples, shrines and castles
Delight in the abundance of stunning temples and shrines, like the magnificent 
16th-century Osaka Castle or Seiryu-ji Temple, home of Japan’s largest 
seated bronze Buddha.

Legendary festivals 
Experience some of Japan’s world-famous festivals such as Aomori Nebuta 
Festival, featuring spectacular floats accompanied by traditional music and 
vibrant dancers. Or watch an exhilarating display of 10,000 fireworks during 
the Kumano Fireworks Festival. 

Vibrant cities 
Immerse yourself in astounding cities where the 21st century coexists with 
the spirit of ancient Japan. Enjoy shopping in the Ginza district, trying local 
delicacies at nearby restaurants or exploring the Imperial Palace plaza. 

Spring flowers, gardens and onsens
See seasonal blooms all over Japan, whether it’s visiting a classic Japanese 
garden, reveling in hundreds of sakura (cherry blossoms) while picnicking in 
Shinjuku Gyoen park, or tasting Tokyo’s sakura-flavored treats. Stroll through 
tranquil gardens and enjoy the peaceful atmosphere. Be dazzled by panoramic 
views of Mount Fuji, an active volcano and the most popular tourist site in the 
country. And soak in the healing benefits of a geothermal “onsen” natural hot 
spring bath.

Even more to love about Japan 
Sailing with Princess is the best way to see this captivating island nation. 
Diamond Princess® was built in Japan — for Japan — and is packed with 
incredible experiences like a luxury Izumi bath. Indulge in sushi, sake and 
noodles while also savoring familiar favorites like the “Best Pizza at Sea.” 
Embark on shore excursions with English-speaking guides so you can enjoy 
stunning sights and local culture to the fullest. And with worry-free airfare 
through Princess EZair®, get surprisingly low prices, Late Arrival Protection and 
flexible booking. 
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